We calculate the precise number of r-regular elements in the finite exceptional groups. As a corollary we find that the proportion of r-regular elements is at least 3577/18432 and for all ǫ > 0, there are infinitely finite simple exceptional groups such that the proportion of r-regular elements is less than 3577/18432 + ǫ for some prime r.
Introduction
If G is a finite group, and r is a prime, then an element of G is called r-regular if its order is not divisible by r, and r-singular otherwise. Obtaining bounds (in particular lower bounds) on the number of r-regular elements in finite classical and finite exceptional groups is important for the design and implementation of various algorithms in computational group theory. In [BPS09] , it is shown that the proportion of r-regular elements in a finite simple classical group is at least 1/2d, where d is the dimension of the natural module. They show also that for every family of finite simple exceptional groups X(q), there exists a constant c(X) ≥ 1/31 such that the proportion of r-regular elements in X(q) is at least c(X). In [BGPW] , the bounds for classical groups are improved using the quokka-set method developed in [NP10] (and inspired by [IKS95, Leh98] ), and it is shown that these bounds are in some sense best possible. We use the same methods here for the finite exceptional groups. Since the Weyl group W is fixed for each family X, and the F -classes of W and corresponding maximal tori are known for each family of exceptional groups, it is possible to obtain exact results. Theorem 1. The precise proportions of r-regular elements in the finite exceptional groups are given in Tables 2-11 . Corollary 1. Let X be a family of finite simple exceptional groups X(q). The proportion of r-regular elements in X(q) is at least c(X), where c(X) is given in Table 1 . Moreover, for all ǫ > 0, there exists infinitely many q for which the proportion of r-regular elements in X(q) is less than c(X) + ǫ for some prime r.
It is also interesting to note that the proportion of odd order (that is, 2-regular) elements can be bounded below by a constant.
Corollary 2. If q is odd then the proportion of odd order elements in the finite simple exceptional group X(q) is at least 3577/18432. Moreover, for all ǫ > 0, there exist infinitely many X(q) for which the proportion of odd order elements is less than 3577/18432 + ǫ.
Preliminaries
In this section we give some useful technical results coming from algebraic group theory and number theory. First we set up some notation. Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group defined overF q , the algebraic closure of a field F q of order q. Let F be a Frobenius morphism of G, and let G = G F be the subgroup of G fixed elementwise by F , so that G is a finite group
131491/589824 E 8 (q) 5927482903/25480396800 Table 1 . Constants c(X) for Corollary 1 of Lie type. Let T be an F -stable maximal torus in G and let W := N G (T )/T denote the Weyl group of G. We will say that two elements w, w
. This is an equivalence relation, and we will refer to the equivalence classes as F -classes. Moreover, there is an explicit one-to-one correspondence between the F -classes of W and the G-conjugacy classes of maximal tori in G.
2.1. The quokka set method. Now recall that every element g in G can be expressed uniquely in the form g = su, where s ∈ G is semisimple, u ∈ G is unipotent and su = us. This is the multiplicative Jordan decomposition of g (see [Car85, p. 11] ). We now define a quokka set as a subset of a finite group of Lie type that satisfies certain closure properties. Definition 1. Suppose that G is a finite group of Lie type. A nonempty subset Q of G is called a quokka set, or quokka subset of G, if the following two conditions hold.
(i) For each g ∈ G with Jordan decomposition g = su = us, where s is the semisimple part of g and u the unipotent part of g, the element g is contained in Q if and only if s is contained in Q; and (ii) the set Q is a union of G-conjugacy classes.
For G a finite group, and a prime r not dividing q, define the subset
consisting of all the r-regular elements g in G. We see readily that Q(r, G) is a quokka set when G is a finite exceptional group. We now quote [NP10, Theorem 1.3], which will be our main tool.
Theorem 2. Let G, W , Q(r, G) be as above. For each F -class C in W , let T C denote a maximal torus corresponding to C. Then
For an integer k and a prime r, we denote by k r the r-part of k (that is, the largest power of r that divides k). Lemma 1. Let G be a finite simply connected exceptional group with centre Z. Then the proportion of r-regular elements in the finite simple exceptional group G/Z(G) is |Q(r, G)||Z| r /|G|.
Proof. This is an easy consequence of [BGPW, Lemma 2.3].
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2.2. Cyclotomic polynomials. Recall that the ith cyclotomic polynomial Φ i (q) is defined to be the the unique irreducible polynomial with integer coefficients that divides q i − 1 and does not a divide q j − 1 for any j < i. The Φ i (q) satisfy the equation
The orders of maximal tori in the (simply connected) untwisted and Steinberg exceptional groups are products of cyclotomic polynomials (see [MT11, p. 222 ] for example). It is easy to see that the proportion of r-regular elements in a maximal torus T is 1/|T | r . In view of (??), the following elementary lemma on r-parts of cyclotomic polynomials will therefore be useful.
Lemma 1. Let r be a prime and q a prime power with (r, q) = 1. Let e be the smallest positive integer such that r|q e − 1. In particular, e is the multiplicative order of q modulo r. Let φ i,r be the r-part of the ith cyclotomic polynomial Φ i (q). If r ≥ 3, then
If r = 2 we have
Remark 1. Fermat's little theorem implies that r − 1 = ke for some integer k. In particular r = ke + 1 ≥ e + 1.
Proof. This follows from (??) and the formula for the r-part of q i − 1 given, for example, in [BGPW, Lemma 2.5].
Proof of Theorem 1
Recall that e is the multiplicative order of q modulo r. We denote by φ i,r the r-part of the ith cyclotomic polynomial Φ i (q) as in Lemma 1. The correspondence between the classes of maximal tori and the F -classes of the Weyl group is well understood for the finite exceptional groups. See [KS02, Shi75, DM87, Sho74, Shi74, DF91, Asc87, FJ93]. For the untwisted groups, the torus orders and corresponding F -class representatives are obtained in Magma [BCP97] (using the command TwistedTorusOrders), and the results are obtained by computer. The torus orders for 2 E 6 (q) are obtained from those of E 6 (q) by replacing q by −q and the F -class representatives in [FJ93, can be taken to be the same (see also [MT11, Proposition 25 .3]). The results for the other twisted groups can be obtained by direct calculation. We provide a detailed example in the case G = 2 F 4 (q) with q = 2 f and f odd. In this case, there are 11 classes of maximal tori T i . The orders |T i |, together with the sizes |C i | of the corresponding F -classes, are given in [Shi75, p. 8]. We list them here for the convenience of the reader:
(2) |T2| = q 2 − 1; Table 2 . Proportions of r-regular elements in G = 2 F 4 (q) where q has multiplicative order e modulo r (|Z(G)| = 1) (9) |T9| = q 2 − q + 1;
If e = 1, then r divides q − 1 = Φ 1 (q) and since r ∤ q, we have r ≥ 3. In particular r does not divide q + 1 = Φ 2 (q). Moreover, we note that (q − 2q + 1)(q + 2q + 1) = q 2 + 1 = Φ 4 (q) so r does not divide (q ± √ 2q + 1) either by Lemma 1. Furthermore,
so r does not divide |T 10 | or |T 11 |. Thus we have the proportion |Q ∩T i |/|T i | of r-regular elements in T i is 1/(q − 1) 2 for i = 1; 1/(q − 1) for i = 2, 3, 4 and 1 for i = 5, . . . , 11. Applying Theorem 2 implies that if e = 1, then the proportion of r-regular elements in G = 2 F 4 (q) is Table 2 . If e = 2 then r ∤ q − 1, Φ 12 (q) or Φ 4 (q), we have (q 2 − 1) r = (q + 1) r and (Φ 6 (q)) r = (3, r). Thus |Q ∩ T i |/|T i | = 1 for i = 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11; 1/(q + 1) r for i = 2; 1/(q + 1) 2 r for i = 8 and 1/(3, r) for i = 9. Applying Theorem 2 again implies that 
Tables for the precise proportions in the simply connected finite exceptional groups
We note that by Lemma 1, the proportion of r-regular elements in the finite simple exceptional groups is obtained by multiplying by |Z(G)| r .
e |Q|/| 2 B 2 (q)| 1 1/2 + 1/2φ 1,r 4 3/4 + 1/4φ 4,r Table 3 . Proportions of r-regular elements in G = 2 B 2 (q) where q has multiplicative order e modulo r (|Z(G)| = 1) e |Q|/| 3 D 4 (q)| 1 (r = 2, q ≡ 1 (mod 4)) (17φ Table 5 . Proportions of r-regular elements in G = F 4 (q) where q has multiplicative order e modulo r (|Z(G)| = 1) e |Q|/|G 2 (q)| 1(r = 2, q ≡ 1 (mod 4)) (17φ (5φ 6,r + 1)/6φ 6,r Table 6 . Proportions of r-regular elements in G = G 2 (q) where q has multiplicative order e modulo r (|Z(G)| = 1) e |Q|/|E 6 (q)| 1 (r = 2, q ≡ 1 (mod 4)) (179840φ (8φ 9,r + 1)/9φ 9,r 12 (11φ 12,r + 1)/12φ 12,r Table 7 . Proportions of r-regular elements in G = E 6 (q) where q has multiplicative order e modulo r (|Z(G)| = (3, q − 1)) e |Q|/| 2 E 6 (q)| 1, r = 2, q ≡ 1 (mod 4) (17557φ (8φ 18,r + 1)/9φ 18,r Table 8 . Proportions of r-regular elements in G = 2 E 6 (q) where q has multiplicative order e modulo r (|Z(G)| = (3, q + 1)) e |Q|/|E 7 (q)| 1 (r = 2, q ≡ 1 (mod 4)) (41419665φ 7 (17φ 9,r + 1)/18φ 9,r 10 (9φ 10,r + 1)/10φ 10,r 12 (11φ 12,r + 1)/12φ 12,r 14 (13φ 14,r + 1)/14φ 14,r 18 (17φ 18,r + 1)/18φ 18,r Table 9 . Proportions of r-regular elements in G = E 7 (q) where q has multiplicative order e modulo r (|Z(G)| = (2, q − 1)) e |Q|/|E8(q)| 1 (r = 2, q ≡ 1 (mod 4)) (41492380321φ Table 10 . Proportions of r-regular elements in G = E 8 (q) where q has multiplicative order e modulo r (|Z(G)| = 1) e |Q|/| 2 G 2 (q)| 1 (r = 2) 7/12 + 1/6(q + 1) 2 1 (r > 3) 1/2 + 1/2φ 1,r 2 5/6 + 1/6φ 2,r 6 5/6 + 1/6φ 6,r Table 11 . Proportions of r-regular elements in G = 2 G 2 (q) where q has multiplicative order e modulo r (|Z(G)| = 1)
